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Due to modern DNA sequencing technologies vast amount of short DNA
sequences known as short-reads is generated. Biologists need to be able to align
the short-reads to a reference genome to be able to make scientific use of the data.
Fast and accurate short-read aligner programs are needed to keep up with the
pace at which this data is generated. Field Programmable Gate Arrays have been
widely used to accelerate many data-intensive bioinformatics applications.
Burrows-Wheeler Transform has been used in the theory of string matching which
has led to the development of many short-read alignment programs. This thesis
presents a hardware implementation of Burrows-Wheeler Aligner on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). We specifically concentrated on the exact match
of the short-reads and our implementation resulted in execution that is 82X faster
than that of a CPU implementation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Objectives

1.1

Introduction
Next generation DNA sequencing technologies are able to generate millions

and billions of short DNA sequences in a single run of the machine. The data
produced by the sequencing machine is short, fragmented DNA base-pair strings
known as short-reads. These short-reads represent the genome to be sequenced,
however, the orientation of the short-read relative to the genome is unknown.
Hence, the short-reads need to be reconstructed into their original genome to be
able to make use of the data.
The short-reads are mapped to a reference genome. The process of finding
the corresponding location of each short-read in the reference genome is known as
short-read mapping or short-read alignment. The size of the reference genome is
typically in billions of base-pairs. A base-pair (bp) is a pair of two complementary
nucleotide bases. For example, the size of a human genome is about 3 billion basepairs. By finding the location of the short-reads in the reference genome, the full
sequence can be reconstructed, and differences can be found between the reference
genome and the constructed sequence. Scientists usually have an interest in how
1

and where the data is different from the reference genome, which means that the
short-read alignment problem involves searching for inexact matches as well as
exact matches in the reference genome. The complete sequencing of an organism
helps scientist in exploring genetic diseases and cancer genomes, it is an important
aspect of modern molecular biology.
Many algorithms have been proposed and used to solve this problem. These
algorithms can be divided into two main categories. The first category is algorithms that are based on hash tables. Algorithms in this category work by either
hashing the short-reads and scanning through the reference genome, or by hashing
the genome and similarly scanning through the short-reads. When hashing the
short-reads, there is the advantage of having a flexible memory footprint while
having the overhead of scanning through the large reference genome. As for hashing the genome, the program can be easily parallelized, however, a large memory
is required as the genome is very large. Programs in this category include RMAP
[3], MAQ [4], SOAP [5], BFAST [6] and many others.
The second category includes algorithms based on the concept of prefix/suffix
tries. Algorithms under this category usually use Burrows-Wheeler transform.
The total size required for the human genome under these algorithms is very
small (approximately 2GB). This has led to the development of SOAPV2 [7],
BOWTIE [8] and Burrows-Wheeler Aligner [9]. The Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
(BWA) mimics the top-down traversal of a prefix trie with the advantage of not
having to save the prefix trie in memory. Also, since exact repeats are collapsed in
one path on the prefix trie, the short reads do not need to be aligned with every
repeat in the reference [9].
Many programs have been developed to solve the short-read alignment problem. However, higher processing speeds could have an enormous impact on fields
such as biology, chemistry, and bioinformatics. The use of Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) could accelerate the short-read alignment process. FPGAs
2

are widely used for many reasons, one of which is to accelerate different data intensive applications. FPGAs are reconfigurable hardware that can be programmed on
a bit level. Hence, they can be much more efficient than software programs. Due
to the large memory and processing speed required to solve the short-read alignment problem, our proposed method is to implement Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
on an FPGA, while concentrating on exact match of the short-reads against the
reference genome.

1.2

Objectives
In this thesis, we introduce a high-performance architecture for short-read

alignment using an FPGA and support more than 1 million short-reads. In chapter
2, we give a background on various concepts needed in this thesis. Chapter 3
describes the algorithm used in this thesis in detail. In chapter 4, we demonstrate
our novel FPGA implementation for exact match short-read alignment. Finally,
chapter 5 and 6 present our results, conclusion, and future work.

3

Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we will describe the scientific importance of identifying different genomes of different species. We will further explain the short-read alignment
problem and the various approaches for solving the problem.

2.1

DNA

2.1.1

DNA: Overview

DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, is a molecule that consists of four types of
nucleotides namely adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C). Each
nucleotide is composed of nucleobases and sugars. The DNA has a double helix
structure with two strands of a sugar-phosphate backbone with nitrogenous bases
attached, running in opposite directions. The nucleobases on each strand always
pair up such that adenine always pairs with thymine, and guanine always pairs
with cytosine. The bases along the strands are held together by strong covalent
bonds, whereas the base-pairs between the strands are held together with weaker

4

hydrogen bonds. The pair of two such opposite nucleobases that are attached are
known as a base-pair [10].
A gene consists of DNA that codes for a protein. An organism’s complete set
of DNA is known as its genome. The genome, hence, contains all the information
required to build the entire human body, and describes every genetic trait of an
individual. The difference in the genome between any two individuals is roughly
0.1%. So for every species, there is a single genome that is used as a representative
of all the genomes of that species [10].
Under certain circumstances the DNA sequence may change, this is known as
mutation. DNA mutation could lead to good outcomes such as causing a species
to evolve or it could lead to a bad outcome such as a certain disease. Studying
the DNA molecule is therefore very important in the fields of biology, chemistry,
and medicine.

2.1.2

DNA Sequencing

Genome sequencing is the process of finding out the order of the DNA nucleotides in a genome. Being able to identify the genome is important to scientists
as it gives them the opportunity to explore and understand different genetic diseases and cancer genomes. It could also help scientists improve diagnosis of diseases as disease gene identification could lead to a more accurate diagnosis. Also,
it gives them the possibility of detecting genetic diseases earlier.

5

Figure 2.1: DNA Sequencing [1]

2.1.2.1

Next Generation Sequencing

Sequencing technology is evolving rapidly. Next generation sequencing is the
term used to describe the new evolving technologies used for DNA sequencing.
DNA sequencing is the process in which the precise order of the four nucleotide
bases within a DNA molecule is found. Several available sequencing methods have
been developed over the years.
Frederick Sanger developed the primary “first generation” method in 1977.
The Sanger sequencing method was based on a chain-termination method. This
way of DNA sequencing was very expensive and required radioactive materials.
In 1987, an automatic sequencing machine called the AB370 was developed that
was based on capillary electrophoresis which resulted in a much faster sequencing
and around 500,000 bases were sequenced in a day. Both the Sanger sequencing
and AB370 were used in completing the Human Genome Project. The Human
Genome Project was a project that involved finding the exact sequence of the four
nucleotide bases that make up the human genome [11].
The Next Generation Sequencing systems include the following:
• Roche 454 System: The 454 system was one of the first next generation
sequencing machines which is based on pyrosequencing. This machine could
generate up to 14 Gb per run of the machine with each short-read having a
length up to 700 bp [11].
6

• SOLid System: This system does DNA sequencing by Oliga Ligation Detection. The output of such a machine is 100 Gb per run with a read length
of up to 85 bp [12].
• Illumina:

The Illumina machine uses sequencing by synthesis for DNA

sequencing. The output of the machine is as high as 1800 Gb per run of a
machine with a short-read length of 150 bp.[1].
• Compact PGM Sequencers:

Compact PGM sequencers include Ion

Personal Genome Machine (PGM) and MiSeq which were launched by Ion
Torrent and Illumina [11].

The input to such a system is usually a biological sample or a collection
of cloned molecules. The systems output is not the full genome that consists of
the exact nucleotide base-pair pattern, but rather short sequences of the genome
known as the short-reads (see figure 2.1). The length of the short-reads depends
on the system used, as discussed above, and usually varies from 25 base-pairs to
up to 700 base-pairs.

2.1.2.2

Costs

The enormous amount of short-reads generated by DNA sequencing machines
has been possible due to the reduced cost of DNA sequencing that has led to a
growth in DNA research. The cost associated with DNA sequencing has decreased
significantly over the years, figure 2.2 illustrates the reducing cost per genome.
This figure is from the U.S. based National Institute of Health [2].

7

Figure 2.2: The decrease in the cost for sequencing the human genome with
time from the NHGRI genome sequencing program [2]

2.2

Short-Read Alignment
The generated short-reads must be aligned against a reference genome to

be able to reconstruct the sample genome. This process is known as short-read
alignment or short-read mapping. Figure 2.3 illustrates the process of short-read
alignment. Since the difference between the genomes of a given species is very
small, this process simply involves finding the location of the short-reads in the
reference genome. These locations can be determined by finding the locations in
the reference genome at which an exact match of the short-read is found. Inexact
matches can be of interest as well when mutations are considered. For the purpose
of this thesis we will concentrate only on exact matches of the short-reads.

8

Figure 2.3: Short-read alignment

With the next generation sequencing machines generating billions of reads
in a fast and inexpensive way, analyzing the data has become a challenge due
to the size of the data involved. The reference genome can be very large. For
example, the size of the human genome is around 3 billion nucleotide bases. Also,
the number of short-reads is increasing rapidly and can be in the order of billions
of reads. Searching for billions of reads in a large reference has led to an increase
in execution time for software based solutions as the CPU and memory resource
usage has increased.

2.2.1

Algorithms

Various algorithms are used to solve the short-read alignment problem. These
algorithms are usually based on either hash-tables or prefix/ suffix tries.

2.2.1.1

Hash-Table based Algorithms

Algorithms based on hash-indexing method usually create an index of the
entire reference genome. This index will include the location of all possible N
base-pair combinations present in the reference genome as shown in figure 2.4,
where N is the length of the short-read. Another approach is to use a seed-andextend method where an index of the reference genome is created using a seed
size smaller than the length of the short-read. When a portion of the short-read

9

is matched, and the location is found in the reference genome, it is then extended
until a complete match is found.

Figure 2.4: Hash-table index for short-read alignment

The drawback of using a hash-table approach is that it requires large memory
as the reference genome is usually very large. Also, the smaller the short-read or
the seed is, the larger the table.

2.2.1.2

Algorithms based on Suffix/Prefix tries

Algorithms in this category rely on a certain representation of suffix or prefix
tries. The tries can be represented as either a tree, an array or FM-index [13]. One
way to approach the problem is by building a prefix trie of the reference genome
and searching through it. The prefix trie is simply a data structure that stores all
the prefixes of the string. Figure 2.5 gives an example of a prefix trie for the string
“AGGAGT” where the symbol ‘ ˆ ’ represents the beginning of the string. The
advantage of searching through a prefix trie is that the repeats of a substring are
collapsed in one path of the prefix trie. So all the locations of a repeated substring
are found in one search [9]. Whereas with the hash-table approach, a search must
be performed for each repeat.
10

Figure 2.5: The Prefix Trie for the string X =“AGGAGT”. The path shown
in red is the path taken when searching for the string “AGG”

Building a prefix trie requires O(L2 ) space, where L is the length of the reference string. For a very large reference string, this would be very impractical to
build. A prefix tree (see Figure 2.6), instead of a prefix trie, could be used to
reduce the memory to theoretically LlogL + O(L) bits. However, an efficient implementation of the prefix tree still requires 12-17 bytes per nucleotide. Therefore,
for a human genome of 3 billion nucleotides it would require 36GB of memory also
making it impractical. Another approach is an enhanced suffix array proposed by
Abouelhoda et al. [14]. The enhanced suffix array takes 6.25 bytes per nucleotide
and has the same time complexity as the suffix tree for exact matching [13].

11

Figure 2.6: The Prefix Tree for the string X = “AGGAGT”.

Ferragina and Manzini [15] proposed the FM-index, which further reduced
the amount of memory needed to build the data structure. The FM-index is based
on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform. The FM-index of a certain string is smaller
than the string itself when repeats exist in the string. However, for short-read
alignment the index is not compressed to maintain accuracy. This improvement
was made by realizing that a child of a certain node on a prefix trie can be found by
backtracking on the FM-index data structure. The memory required to build such
an index for a human genome is approximately 2 to 8 GB. The time complexity of
this backward search is identical to the time complexity of searching a prefix trie
and can be done in constant time [13]. Burrows-Wheeler Aligner is an algorithm
that uses FM-index and Burrows-Wheeler Transform for short-read alignment,
this is further discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

2.3

FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Array
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are reconfigurable hardware de-

vices designed so that the user can reprogram the device after it has been manufactured, hence the term “field-programmable”. The FPGAs comprise of an array of
programmable logic elements and a routing interconnect that wires these elements
12

together in the same way that logic gates can be connected to perform different
functions. The reconfigurable nature of the FPGAs allows for the implementation of many different applications. The logic elements can be programmed to do
simple logic gates or complex functions.
Central Processing Units (CPUs) tend to have an inherently sequential nature and as such they are unable to exploit the parallelism in particular algorithms.
Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) are used for the purpose of parallelizing algorithms by dividing the algorithm into blocks of threads that are sent to the GPU.
A streaming multi-processor then executes each block of threads, and a simplified
core runs each thread in the block. However, adding more processors will add
more overhead and power consumption.
Contrary to the CPU and GPU, the hardware of an FPGA is not predefined
and can be reconfigured. The programmable logic blocks can be programmed to
run in parallel allowing the FPGA to perform parallel processes efficiently. Also,
the FPGAs ability to configure the hardware specifically for an application allows
for a very efficient design.

2.3.1

FPGA Components

Figure 2.7 shows the FPGA architecture and its main components that are:

• Configurable Logic Blocks (CLB): This contains the logic of the FPGA.
The block contains lookup tables (LUTs) which can be configured to perform
combinational logic functions. The LUT is basically a RAM that is used to
create the function. The CLB also contains a memory unit such as a flip-flop
that is used to route data to be able to perform sequential logic.

13

Figure 2.7: FPGA Architecture with CLB’s, I/O blocks and Interconnect

• Configurable I/O blocks: an I/O block is responsible for receiving and
sending signals. It does so by using an input buffer and an output buffer.
This block makes it possible for the FPGA to connect to other devices and
other resources.
• Programmable Interconnect: The programmable interconnect is what
connects everything together. It connects logic blocks, I/O blocks as well
as other resources. The interconnects itself can be programmed to fit the
required design.

The configurable logic blocks (CLBs) contain look-up tables (LUTs) as well
as flip-flops. The LUT is a very small form of RAM that is used to implement
logic functions. The memory written in the LUT for any combinatorial logic is a
truth table of the logic. Hence, logic functions are not actually implemented as
14

logic gates as one imagines. A truth table of a logic function is a table that defines
the output with a different combination of inputs.
Each FPGA can have many different components such as digital signal processing blocks (DSP), memory blocks and communication ports. This allows the
FPGA to be used for many different applications.

2.3.2

Hardware Description Languages

Hardware description languages are languages used to model digital systems.
The hardware description languages are able to describe anything from simple
logic gates such as AND, NAND, XOR, etc. to complicated systems. C or C++
languages can not be used to define hardware as it does not support characteristics
of real hardware.
The two most commonly used hardware description languages are Verilog and
VHDL. Verilog is similar to C language and is popular for commercial purposes in
the United States, the designs using Verilog are contained in modules. Whereas
VHDL is similar to Ada, which is an unpopular high-level computer programming
language. Designs using VHDL are contained within entity and architecture pairs
and is usually harder to use than Verilog.
Some FPGA’s support the use of OpenCL as the description language. OpenCL
is a programming platform used for writing programs that can be executed on
heterogeneous parallel devices and is based on the C language [16]. The use of
OpenCL in FPGAs allows programmers to program in C and target FPGA functions by using OpenCL constructs. However, programming using OpenCL for
describing hardware usually ends up in the synthesized hardware that is not as
efficient as when using Verilog or VHDL as OpenCL is a higher level language.
For the above reasons the chosen hardware description language for this thesis is
Verilog.
15

2.4

Previous Work
Many software-based algorithms have been developed as a solution to the

short-read alignment problem. Due to the rapid increase in the number of generated short-reads, many attempts have been made to accelerate such software by
using either the GPU or FPGA. The following section will outline some existing
solutions.
All recent DNA sequencing technologies are able to produce short-reads of
the order of Giga base-pairs. For researchers to be able to keep up with this rapidly
developing technology, fast and accurate algorithms are being developed.
Many algorithms have been developed based on hash-tables some of which
are:
• BLAST: is one of the first algorithms developed based on hash-tables.
BLAST works by hashing the short-reads, it keeps the position of all k-mer
subsequences of the query in a hash table and works by using these k-mer
subsequences as keys to search through the reference genome. It then uses
a seed-and-extend method to extend the k-mer subsequence match until it
finds a match of the full short-read. It then finally uses the Smith-Waterman
alignment tool [17].
• SOAP: works by hashing the reference genome rather than the short-reads.
This results in an algorithm that can be easily parallelized [5].
• MAQ: it stands for Mapping and Assembly with Quality. MAQ maps shortreads against a reference genome by using quality scores [4].
• RMAP: it was originally designed to map DNA sequences generated by the
Illumina machine with short-read lengths ranging from 25 to 50 bases. This
alignment algorithm also uses quality scores and weight-matrix matching to
map the short-reads and improve accuracy [3].
16

• SHRiMP: it uses very larger memory. Originally it works by hashing the
short-reads, however, some newer versions work by hashing the genome instead. Due to its need for very large memory, it is not widely used [18].

There are many more existing aligners that are also based on hash-tables
such as BFAST [6], CloudBurst [19], PERM [20] and GNUMAP [21]. The use of
suffix and prefix tries for aligning sequences has also led to the development of
many algorithms. Some of these existing aligners are listed below.

• Bowtie: it implements the FM-index to map short-reads of lengths upto 50
base-pairs and is one of the first aligners to adopt FM-index for short-read
alignment [8].
• SOAPv2: this is an algorithm that improves on SOAPv1 and is based on
Burrows-Wheeler Transform. It also uses a hash-table to improve the speed
by searching the BWT reference index using the hash-table [7].
• BWA: it stands for Burrows-Wheeler Aligner and is based on the BurrowsWheeler Transform (FM-index) using a backward search. It is able to mimic
the top-down traversal of a prefix trie without building the trie in memory,
as a result reducing the required memory to map short-reads [9].
• segemehl: it is a short-read aligner that is based on enhanced suffix arrays.
It is flexible with the read length, however, it uses much more memory than
other suffix and prefix based algorithms [22].

Prefix and suffix based algorithms tend to use less memory than hash-table
based algorithms. For this reason, we chose to implement the exact match of
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner algorithm on an FPGA to accelerate the process of shortread mapping. For the purpose of this thesis our concentration is only on exact
matching of short-reads.
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Many attempts have been made to accelerate existing software aligners by
using the GPU. Some of these aligners are listed below.

• CUSHAW: uses Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) programming language to develop a GPU implementation based on the BurrowsWheeler Transform. CUSHAW reports to be faster than both BWA and
Bowtie [23].
• BarraCUDA: is a GPU implementation of BWA using CUDA. The BArraCUDA reports to be six times faster than a CPU implementation of BWA
[24].
• SOAPv3: is also a GPU implementation using CUDA of SOAP2. It is
reported to be 7.5 times faster than BWA and 20 times faster than Bowtie
[25].
• MUMmerGPU: is a GPU implementation, also using CUDA, for an algorithm based on suffix tree. It reports to be 3.5 times faster than MUMmerGPU running on a CPU [26].

The use of reconfigurable hardware such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays
has become very popular due to its inherent parallelism. It has been used to accelerate many different applications. Below is a list of short-read aligners accelerated
using FPGA’s.

• Shepard: is a hardware implementation of an exact match short-read aligner.
It uses the Convey HC-1 which is a high-performance computer cluster that
contains a motherboard and a coprocessor board. The coprocessor board
includes at least 32GB of coprocessor memory and has a set of 14 FPGAs.
It reports to align 350 million short-reads per second [27].
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• Olson et al. implemented a hash-table based algorithm known as BFAST
on FPGA. It reports to be 250 times faster than BFAST on CPU but only
31 times faster than Bowtie which is a suffix tree based algorithm. It does
not make any comparisons to BWA [28].
• Kasap et al. designed and implemented an FPGA implementation of
BLAST. They report having a speedup of 52 compared to similar software
implementations [29].
• Sogabe et al. implemented a hash-table method on FPGA. They report
to be 2.5 times faster than Bowtie and 0.44 times than Olson et al. [28].
Their implementation involves hashing the short-reads by further dividing
them into smaller seeds [30].

Many efforts have been made to accelerate BWA. Chen et al. [31] developed
Cgap-align, which achieves a speedup of around 1.2 in comparison to BWA. They
do this by using a data structure that combines elements of both the suffix array
and the suffix tree. Zhang et al. [32] improved the performance of BWA by
reducing the last-level cache (LLC) misses by 30%. As far as our knowledge, there
has been no attempts to accelerate BWA on hardware.
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Chapter 3
Algorithm
Next Generation Sequencing generates billions of short-reads which are then
mapped to a reference genome. There are many short-read alignment techniques,
one of which is Burrows-Wheeler Aligner. Burrows-Wheeler Aligner is based on a
backward search with FM-index and Burrows-Wheeler Transform. In this chapter,
we will focus on how the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner is used for exact match shortread alignment.

3.1

Prefix Trie
The Prefix Trie is a data structure for storing all the prefixes of the string in

a way that allows for a fast lookup. Figure 2.5 shows the prefix trie for the string
“AGGAGT” where the symbol ‘ˆ’ marks the beginning of the string.
Each node in the prefix trie represents a string which is the edge symbol
concatenation from the node to the root. If we are to search for the exact match
of the substring AGG in the prefix trie, the path in red (Figure 2.5) is the path
that would be taken to find the substring. This is done in O(|W |) time where W is
the length of the substring. The red node represents the found string AGG. Each
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node in the prefix trie is numbered with the suffix array interval of the string that
is represented by that node. The suffix array is an array of the indexes of all the
sorted suffixes of the string as can be seen in figure 3.1. The suffix array interval
is the interval at which the substring occurs in the suffix array. For example, the
node highlighted in red shows the suffix array interval {1,1} for the found string
AGG and S[1] = 0, this means that the substring AGG occurs at location 0 of the
original string. Another example will be if we are to search for the substring AG.
The node representing the substring AG from (Figure 2.5) has the suffix interval
{1,2} this means that the string AG occurs twice at locations S[1] = 0 and at
S[2] = 3 of the original string. Note how we did not need to search for all the
repeats of the substring as they are collapsed in one path of the trie, also since
the suffix array is sorted only one such interval will exist for each substring [9].

Figure 3.1: Suffix array for string X = AGGAGT

As mentioned earlier, it is impractical to build a prefix trie due to its memory
requirements. The FM-index and the Burrows-Wheeler Transform are able to
mimic the traversal of a prefix pie without having to build the trie in memory.
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3.2

Burrows-Wheeler Transform and the FMindex
Burrows-Wheeler Transform is used in many different applications such as

data compression, image processing and in string matching. The Burrows-Wheeler
Transform was first introduced in [33] and was initially used for the purpose of
data compression. The Burrows-Wheeler Transform of a string X is simply a
permutation of that string. What makes Burrows-Wheeler Transform unique is
the fact that the permuted string is reversible.
Let Σ = {0 A0 ,0 G0 ,0 C 0 ,0 T 0 } be the alphabet over which the input string X
is created. A dollar sign ‘$’ is added to the end of the input String X and is
lexicographically the smallest. The BWT permuted string B is generated by performing all the cyclic rotations on the original input string X. Figure 3.2 shows
two matrices, the first matrix M is simply the cyclic rotations of the string X =
“AGGAGT$”. The second matrix Q is the result of sorting the rows in matrix
M lexicographically. The Burrows-Wheeler Transform of the string X, string B, is
now simply the last column of Matrix Q. S[i] is the suffix array of string X, such
that S[i] is the position of the ith lexicographically smallest suffix in String X, and
so we can say that B[i] = X[S(i) − 1]. The suffixes of string X are shown in red in
figure 3.2. In the second matrix, these suffixes are then sorted lexicographically.
The indices resulting from sorting these cyclic rotations gives us the suffix array
S[i]. In this way, the Burrows-Wheeler Transform is able to mimic the prefix trie
without having to save the trie in memory [9].
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Figure 3.2: BWT for input string X = AGGAGT

The BWT string B is the output of the Burrows-Wheeler Transform algorithm. The output is usually easier to compress than the input string because the
Burrows-Wheeler Transform tends to group similar characters together. Since the
BWT string B can be reversible, BWT is used in lossless string compression tools
such as bzip.
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3.2.1

Backward Search

The Burrows-Wheeler Transform along with the suffix array can be used
for string matching. Ferragina and Manzini [15] developed an algorithm based on
Burrows-Wheeler Transform that is able to search for substrings in the compressed
string. For the purpose of higher accuracy for the short-read alignment problem,
the search is done without compressing the BWT string B.
Each occurrence of a substring W of String X will occur in an interval in
the suffix array since the suffixes are in lexicographical order [9]. The following
equations from [9] are then defined.

R(W ) = min{k : W is the prefix of XS(k) }
R̄(W ) = max{k : W is the prefix of XS(k) }

The interval [R(W ), R̄(W )] is known as the suffix interval. If we know the
interval we then know the locations, meaning that string alignment is equivalent to
searching for the suffix array intervals of the substrings that match string X. If we
are looking for exact matches then only one such array can exist. We need to define
a count array C(a), which is the number of symbols in X that are lexicographically
smaller than the symbol a. Given that a is a symbol in Σ. Also, O(a, i) is the
occurrence array which is the number of occurrences of symbol a in B[0, i]. Then
if W is a substring of X the following equations which were proven by [15] can be
defined:

R(aW ) = C(a) + O(a, R(W ) − 1) + 1
R̄(aW ) = C(a) + O(a, R̄(W ))

This makes it possible to test whether W is a substring of X by iteratively
calculating R(W ) and R̄(W ) from the end of W, this is known as backward search.
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The suffix array of an empty string would then be [0, |X| − 1] where |X| is the
size of the reference string X /citeBWA. For example, from figure 3.2 the suffix
interval of “AG” is [1, 2]. Hence, “AG” exists in locations S (R(AG)) = S(1) = 0
and S (R̄(AG)) = S(2) = 3 of the original reference string.
After we construct the BWT along with the suffix array we must construct
the count array C(.) and the occurrence array O(., .) for each alphabet Σ =
{‘A0 , ‘G0 , ‘C 0 , ‘T 0 }. Figure 3.3 shows an example for such arrays. The first array stores the counts of symbols lexicographically smaller than each letter of the
alphabet Σ. The second array counts the number of occurrences of each letter up
to each position in B. After these arrays have been constructed, they are used to
search for matches of the substring in the original string in linear time. Using the
equations, we can iteratively find a match by prepending a single character from
the query to the current substring. If the lower bound is smaller than the upper
bound, this would mean that the substring exists in the original string. However,
if the lower bound is greater than the upper bound this indicates that the string
does not occur in the original string. If the query is found, the lower and upper
bound can be used to find the exact location in the original string.

Figure 3.3: The left table shows the O (.) arrays for each symbol and the
right table shows the C (.) arrays for each symbol

The Burrows-Wheeler Transform string B does not require much memory to
store as only 2 bits per nucleotide can be used. Hence, the BWT string B requires
2.|X| bits of memory where |X| is the length of the input, String X. For a human
genome, this would be around 750MB, which can be stored in a memory of a
standard desktop PC. The array C(.) is just an integer that stores the count and
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so does not require much memory. However, the problem is with the occurrence
array O(., .). The memory requirement for the occurrence array is O(|X|). If a
full human genome is to be indexed, a 32-bit integer is required and for all four
of the occurrence arrays this could mean 32.4.|X| which would approximately be
48GB for the human genome. Burrows-Wheeler Aligner developed a way to help
reduce the amount of memory; this will be discussed in the next section.

3.3

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
Li et al. [9] developed a fast algorithm that has been very widely used and

trusted for DNA sequencing short-read alignment. The algorithm also supports
inexact matching, however, we will only concentrate on exact matching.
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner developed a method of reducing the memory required for building the occurrence arrays. Instead of building the entire array,
they divide the array into buckets and only store one entry from each bucket and
calculate the rest on the go. Figure 3.4 shows how this method works for the string
X = AGGAGT $ and its BWT string B = T $GGAAG. Here the occurrence array
is divided into buckets and only the first entry is recorded. If, for example, we
want to find the value of O[‘G’,2], we know that O[‘G’,0] = 0 then we just need to
check if ’G’ occurs in B[1] and B[2] and increment O[‘G’,0] accordingly. Here ‘G’
does not occur in B[1] but does occur in B[2] and as such we increment O[‘G’,0]
to get O[‘G’,2] = 1. If we check back to figure 3.3 we can see that O[‘G’,2] is in
fact equal to 1.
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Figure 3.4: Reducing the occurrence array by using a bucket size of 3 nucleotides

The occurrence array is divided into buckets of N base-pair intervals and is
stored in memory. When trying to find a value from the occurrence array, the
first entry smaller than the one required is loaded. After that, occurrences of the
nucleotide base is found by directly looking into string B and incrementing the
value that has already been loaded.
Using this method the human genome, for example, would only require
around 375MB for all four occurrence arrays, which is much smaller and much
more reasonable than the 48GB that was seen in the earlier section. This is if the
occurrence array was divided into 128 base-pair intervals. So the memory requirement for the occurrence array is now O(|X|/N ) where N is the base-pair interval.
Note that by reducing the memory that is needed for the occurrence array the
computational cost increases.
The Burrows-Wheeler aligner algorithm proposed in [9] has been edited to
account only for exact matching. The algorithm is shown in figure 3.5. The input
to this algorithm is the reference string X and substring W. The output is k and
l where k is the lower bound of the suffix interval and l is the upper bound of the
suffix interval.
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Pre-Calculations
Calculate BWT string B for reference String X
Calculate Array C(.)
Calculate Array O(.,.)
ExactSearch(W, B, C(.), O(.,.))
k = 0
l = |X| - 1
for i = |W| - 1 to 0 do
k = C( W[i] ) + O( W[i] , k-1 ) + 1
l = C( W[i] ) + O( W[i] , l )
i = i - 1
if k > l
BREAK
if k > l
return "NOT FOUND"
else
return [k,l]
Figure 3.5: Algorithm for exact matching

Figure 3.6: This figure shows how the algorithm from figure 3.5 works when
searching for the substring AGG in the original reference string AGGAGT
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For example, if we are to search the above algorithm for the String W = AGG
in the reference string X = AGGAGT the algorithm would follow as seen in
figure 3.6. Note that O(., −1) is always zero. The output of the algorithm would
be k = 1 and l = 1 which is the suffix interval {1, 1} of the substring W = AGG.
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Chapter 4
FPGA Implementation
In this chapter, we describe our hardware implementation of an exact match
short-read aligner. First we need to describe the data flow of the algorithm. The
flow chart in figure 4.1 shows the steps that need to be taken before we are able
to map the short-reads to a reference genome. We then go on to describe how
each part is implemented.
There are two main components to our implementation, the first component
is software which constitutes of the generation of the random short-reads and
the reference genome as well as the Burrows-Wheeler Transform string B of the
reference genome. Our second component is the hardware which calculates the
arrays and maps the short-reads.
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart describing the data flow of the algorithm

It is important to note that the Burrows-Wheeler Transform as well as creating the arrays C(.) and O(.,.) is only done once. Hence, the BWT and the
arrays are only found once for a given reference genome, and usually there is only
one such reference genome for a particular species. For example, for the human
genome there is one most recent version of the reference genome that is most commonly used, and that is known as GRCh38 [34]. Also for our implementation we
disregard the ‘$’ sign and use 2-bits to represent a nucleotide base.
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4.1

Software Component

4.1.1

Random String Generator

For our design, we randomly generate the short-reads as well as the reference
genome. In practice the DNA sequencing machines generate the short-reads and
reference genomes are available online. However, for the purpose of testing our
simulation we chose to generate the short-reads and the reference genome using
pseudo-random number generator. The pseud-code in figure 4.2 represents the
code used to generate the short-reads. In the same manner, we generate the
reference genome. The input to this algorithm is the Number ShortReads which
is the number of short-reads and ShortRead Length which is the length of each
short-read. We generate a random number using the function random() and by
taking the modulus of that number we insure the result is between 0 and 4 since
we only have four nucelotide bases. The result of the modulus is then an index
of the nucleotide array which includes all four bases. We then store the candidate
nucleotide in our short-read array.
ShortRead_Generator(Number_ShortReads, ShortRead_Length)
value = 0
char sequence[Number_ShortReads][ShortRead_Length]
nucleotide[] {’A’, ’G’, ’C’, ’T’}
while (value < Number_ShortReads)
{
for i = 0 to ShortRead_Length
{
sequence[value][i] += nucleotide[(random()%4)]
}
value = value +1
}

Figure 4.2: Short-read generator
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4.1.2

Burrows-Wheeler Transform

To create the BWT string B of a reference string X, we must generate all
cyclic rotations of string X as described in Chapter 3, section 3.2. If the length
of String X is |X| than this means that we would need O(|X|2 ) memory to be
able to generate all the cyclic rotations. Since the reference string is usually very
large, this is not practical. In practice, the BWT is generated by first generating
the suffix array. Hon et al. [35] developed an algorithm that would only require
around 1GB of working space for the human genome.
If we look back at figure 3.2 we can see that the first column of matrix Q
is simply the original string sorted lexicographically. Remember that the ‘$’ sign
is lexicographically the smallest. Also, we can notice that each character of the
last column is the prefix of each character in the first column of the same row due
to the cyclic rotations. Since each column is just a permutation of the original
string, they can be presented as indexes of the original string. This means that
the last column, which is the BWT string B, indexes can be found by subtracting
one from the indexes of the first column. Figure 4.3 helps elaborate this further.

Figure 4.3: This figure shows how the Burrows-Wheeler Transform can be
found without generating all the cyclic rotations of the string
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Now, the Burrows-Wheeler Transform can be seen as simply a sorting problem. If there are no repeated characters in the input string X, then the sorting
operation can be done in one iteration. However, the problem occurs when we
have many repeated characters in String X, which is usually the case. In order to
sort string X with the existence of repeated characters, the character is replaced
by its suffix, and it is sorted again. This is repeated up until no more repeats
exist. This is the method used in our implementation for finding the BWT string
B.
Since the Burrows-Wheeler Transform is calculated only once for the reference
genome, we chose to implement the BWT in software. The output of the BWT is
then passed to our simulation on the hardware side.

4.2

Hardware Design
The Burrows-Wheeler Transform of the reference genome, as well as the short-

reads, are loaded to the FPGA. The FPGA then, given the BWT, calculates the
occurrence array, as well as the count array C(.). The arrays are then fed to the
exact matcher unit of the FPGA. The overall architecture used to implement the
short-read mapping is shown in figure 4.4.

4.2.1

Occurrence Array Unit

We recall from section 3.2.1 that the occurrence array is found by cumulatively counting the occurrences of each of the four bases in the BWT string B (see
figure 3.3). In our design, we generate four separate occurrence arrays, one for
each nucleotide base 0 A0 ,0 G0 ,0 C 0 ,0 T 0 .
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Figure 4.4: Overall architecture of our design

The Burrows-Wheeler Transform string B, which is computed on the host
CPU, is loaded onto the FPGA. The BWT string B is then shifted in character
by character. The arrays are initialized to zero upon reset. Depending on the
character, the corresponding occurrence array is incremented. A single counter
is used to index the arrays. Every time a character is shifted in, the counter
increments by one. As a result, with every clock cycle the counter would increment
one element of a certain array and leaving the other arrays the same. Figure 4.5
represents the architecture of such a unit.
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Figure 4.5: Occurrence array unit

4.2.2

C Array Unit

To create the count array C, we implement four registers one for each nucleotide base. Remember from section 3.2.1 that the count array for any nucleotide
is simply the number of nucleotide bases in string B lexicographically smaller than
the nucleotide itself. Register C(A) (count array for ‘A’) is always zero since there
is no character lexicographically smaller than ‘A’. Since ‘A’ is the only letter lexicographically small than ‘C’, then register C(C) is basically the number of ‘A’s in
string B. Hence, array C(G) is the sum of the count of ‘A’s and ‘C’s in string B.
Finally, array C(T) is the sum of the count of ‘A’s, ‘C’s and ’G’s in string B.
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Figure 4.6: C array unit

The counts can be found directly from the occurrence arrays. The last value
in the occurrence array for each nucleotide corresponds to the total count of that
nucleotide in String B. Figure 4.6 shows the architecture for the C Array Unit.

4.2.3

Exact Matcher Unit

The exact matcher unit takes in one character from the short-read at a time.
Also, the output from the occurrence array unit as well as the C array unit is fed
as input to the exact matcher unit. We can recall from section 3.2.1 that finding
k and l is an iterative process. After every iteration the new value of k and l is
used as input, i.e. is fed back to the system. Also, it is important to note that
the number of iterations required to find the exact match is exactly the length of
the short-read. For example, if the length of the short-read is 50, then it would
take 50 iterations to find the values of k and l. So if we have 100 short-reads, then
finding the exact match of all 100 short-reads would require 100∗50 iterations, this
means that the time complexity to find k and l for N short-reads each of length
|W | is O(N ∗ |W |). However since the number of short-reads is much greater than
the length of the short-read, and the length of the short-read is a constant, the
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time complexity becomes O(N ). One very important observation is that the time
complexity is independent of the length of the reference genome.
Figure 4.7 shows the architecture used in our design for the exact matcher
unit. Upon reset, the value of k is initialized to 0, and the value of l is initialized
to the length of the string. K and l both are used to index the occurrence arrays.
Depending on the value of the character, a particular occurrence array is added to
its respective count array C. This value is then fed back and used as an index to
the occurrence array. With every iteration, a counter increments its value. Once
the value of this counter reaches the length of the short-read, the values of k and
l are then sent as output as they would correspond to the suffix array interval of
the current short-read. After that, the value of k and l will reset, and the exact
matcher unit will read a new character of a new short-read.

Figure 4.7: Exact matcher unit

Since each short-read can be mapped independently of another short-read,
the exact matcher unit can be realized as many times as the FPGA can hold.
With every extra exact matcher unit, the time to match all the short-reads will be
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cut in half. However, for the purpose of this thesis, only one such unit has been
realized.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Setup and Results

5.1

Experimental Setup
Our design was synthesized for the Stratix V GX 5SGXEA7N2F45C2 FPGA

using Quartus II 14.0, and was simulated using ModelSim-Altera 10.3c. Modelsim
is a Hardware Description Language (HDL) simulation environment for simulating different HDL languages, such as Verilog and VHDL. Quartus II is a design
software that enables the design of various reconfigurable devices using HDL languages. Quartus II allows the user to use the analysis and synthesis tool for their
design. The software has many features such as timing analysis as well as device configuration that enables the user to directly program their device by using
Quartus.
The Stratic V GX 5SGXEA7N2F45C2 can contain up to 8GB of DDR3
memory; it also contains many other components such as various communication
ports, and general input/ output ports. The Stratix V was chosen due to the
high number of available resources, such as the number of ALMs that it contains.
ALM stands for Adaptive Logic Module, and it consists of registers, adders, and
the combinational logic that includes the LUT. The resource utilization of a device
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is usually given in terms of the number of ALMs used and as a percentage of the
total device resources.
Our Register Transfer Logic code (RTL) was written in terms of the length of
the genome and the length of the short-read. A test bench file is used along with
ModelSim to simulate the code. The randomly generated short-reads are given in
the test bench file, and the length of the genome was fixed to 1024 bp.

5.2

Results
Table 5.1 shows the resource utilization of the device with a short-read length

of 32 bp, 64 bp, and 128 bp. Note that the only memory used in our design
is the memory required to hold the short-read and the reference genome. The
complexity of the hardware can be seen by the number of registers, as the registers
can represent many things such as buffer registers and multiplexers. Also note the
number of ALMs given in table 5.1 includes the number of registers.
Table 5.1: Resource Utilization

Length of short-reads (bp)
Registers
ALMs
Memory bits

32
45,008
68,703 (29%)
2,112

64
45,102
68,836 (29%)
2,176

128
45,202
68,947 (29%)
2,304

It can be seen that the hardware complexity does not change much as the
length of the short-read changes, as we expected. This is because our exact matcher
unit does not depend on the length of the short-read as it takes in one character
at a time regardless of the length.
To be able to test the effect of increasing the number of short-reads on the
time elapsed, we tested our code with 100 thousand, 500 thousand, 1 million and
5 million short-reads. Figure 5.1 shows the number of clock cycles as the number
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of short-reads varies. It can be seen that the number of clock cycles is linear with
respect to the number of short-reads as expected. The maximum frequency that is
achieved in our design is 125 MHz. Using the maximum frequency, and the number
of clock cycles, the time elapsed can be calculated theoretically. Figure 5.2 shows
the time elapsed as the number of short-reads increases.

Figure 5.1: Performance in terms of the number of clock cycles as the length
of the short-read increases
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Figure 5.2: Time in ms as the number of short-reads vary

We compare our results with an exact match Burrows-Wheeler Aligner that
runs on a core i7 with 8GB of memory. For a fair comparison, we used the same
data for both the hardware and the software. Figure 5.3 shows the result of this
comparison. It can be seen that our design runs on average 82X faster than the
software version.
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Figure 5.3: Performance comparison between exact match of BWA and
FPGA with a short-read length of 128 bp

It is not easy to make a fair comparison with other hardware designs, as
many different components need to be considered. However, we discuss our design
in comparison with Shepard that is represented in [27] as it is an exact match
short-read aligner.
Shepard [27] uses a Convey HC-1, which is a computing cluster that contains
a standard motherboard, 32GB of memory and 14-FPGAs. They compare their
results to Bowtie [8], and SOAP2 [7], and report to achieve a speedup of the order
of hundreds of thousands. Their design is based on a hash-table that requires
23.3GB of memory for a Human Genome. However, such a design can not fit into
a single FPGA, as a single FPGA can contain up to a maximum of 8GB of RAM.
Whereas our design is compatible and can fit into almost any FPGA. It is also
important to note that the current cost of a Convey HC-1 is $67,100 as this thesis
is written, whereas a reasonable FPGA cost is considerably lower [27].
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work

6.1

Conclusion
In this thesis, we demonstrated a high performance architecture for an exact

match short-read aligner. We discussed the problem of aligning billions of shortreads to a large reference genome and realized that with the rapid development of
DNA sequencing machines, faster short-read alignment tools are necessary.
Many software short-read alignment tools have been developed, but not many
have been accelerated using hardware. We discussed two main methods for shortread alignment and came to the conclusion that suffix/prefix trie based methods
require less memory than hash-table based methods. Burrows-Wheeler Aligner is
a software alignment tool that has been very widely used and trusted for mapping
short-reads. We concentrated on the exact match of the short-reads and chose to
implement the exact match component of Burrows-Wheeler Aligner on an FPGA.
Our FPGA implementation proved to be remarkably faster than a CPU implementation. We ran experiments for up to 5 million short-reads and achieved a
speedup of 82X compared to Burrows-Wheeler Aligner exact match. Our design
can also be synthesized on different FPGAs.
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6.2

Future Work
Our future work will concentrate on further improving the speed and flexi-

bility of our design. One first approach would be to realize more than one exact
matcher unit (refer to figure 6.1). Also, we can perform the occurrence array
and c array calculations on the CPU and send the data to the FPGA memory,
since they are calculated only once for a given reference genome. By removing
the occurrence array unit and the C array unit, we could reduce the complexity
of the hardware allowing more exact matcher units to be realized and, as a result,
speeding the process. Another improvement to our design would be to allow for
inexact matches as well as exact matches.
The maximum clock frequency for our design was 125.33MHz that was achieved
on a Stratix V GX 5SGXEA7N2F45C2 FPGA, which can be further improved by
optimizing our code and design. Our ultimate goal is to create a real-time system
that can directly map the short-reads to a given genome.

Figure 6.1: Future work
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